Embracing Realities | October 10th & 11th, 2019
Unterhaus am Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus
Gustaf-Gründgens-Platz 1, Düsseldorf

Embracing Realities
Embracing Realities — Monthly and ceremonial safe open fun space at Unterhaus. Artists, thinkers
and activists present their thoughts, positions and perspectives on intersectional reality.

Thursday, October 10th, 2019
8.30 pm
9.30 pm
11.30 pm

Kapwani Kiwanga - Afrogalactica: A brief history of the future
Senu - DJ Set
D’haus Community Radio pres. Senu

Unterhaus
Foyer
Club Golzheim

Kapwani Kiwanga »Afrogalactica: A brief history of the future«
Posing as an anthropologist from the future, Kapwani Kiwanga reflects on some major themes in
Afrofuturism and their role in the development of the vision of the United States of Africa Space
Agency. Plunging into the past to retrieve archives of popular culture, she uses science fiction to
make projections about the future.

Senu - DJ Set
After a month-long time out in Lisbon SENU fell in love with a
mix of African and Brazilian sounds, combined with
contemporary Electronic music. The nights out in Portugal
inspired her to pursue her old dream – to play music.
Enjoying the diversity of music culture and influences
in Berlin her taste is consequently evolving. Her selection has
a bass heavy focus, mixing global sounds like Afro Beats,
Gqom, Kuduro and Baile Funk with UK sounds and Trap.

Friday, October 11th, 2019
8.30 pm
9.30 pm

Fadi Abdelnour - Das macht man doch so bei euch, oder?!
Hiba Salameh - DJ Set

Unterhaus
Foyer

Fadi Abdelnour That’s how your people do it, right?!
The contemporary aspiration for diversity in art and culture in Germany is often influenced by
apparent or vague Eurocentrism and/or Orientalism. The presentation and consumption of art and
culture from the Arab World regularly fall victim to such practices. Often it seems that there are
unwritten rules regulating the supply and demand of »foreign« images and narratives on the
culture and art markets. The lecture performance analyses eurocentristic structures in the cultural
sector as well as the resulting practices and habits of art consumption, which reinforce these
structures in turn.
Fadi Abdelnour was born in Jerusalem and studied Archaeology, linguistics and cultural studies in
Birzeit University, Palestine, where he was socially and culturally active in the student movement.
He graduated in Visual Communication / Communication Design from the renowned art school
Burg Giebichenstein in Halle. Since then he has been working as a freelance designer in Berlin.
Fadi Abdelnour is the artistic director of ALFILM – Arab Film Festival Berlin and has been engaging
actively with different workgroups, commissions and juries within the cultural field.

Hiba Salameh - DJ Set
Hiba Salameh is a purveyor of electronic, deep and
nostalgic atmospheres.
When not in her studio making music, she is a filmmaker
and producer, who formerly owned Scene music bar in
Haifa.
Finding therapy in her own music, Hiba translates the bonds
between sound and senses into a wild musical
journey, infused with electronic and funky middle eastern
tunes, alongside Samba and Afrobeat.

